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Objective

Combat Arms Instructor professional with over thirty years of progressively responsible and 
diversified experience. I have a proven record of achievement, creating organizational structure, 
program enhancements and personnel development. I am highly skilled in crucial facets of 
management including, but not limited to; planning, program development, budgeting, personnel 
selection, supervision, law enforcement/security operations and training.

Skills

Military, Microsoft Office, Communications, Leadership.

Work Experience

Combat Arms Instructor
ABC Corporation  August 2010 – August 2016 
 Dispatched and responded to emergency calls to include unauthorized or illegal entry, bomb 

threats, suspicious persons/packages.
 Responded to security alarms and performed physical security checks.
 Interviewed witnesses and suspects while on-scene.
 Adhered to state, county, federal and International law jurisprudence.
 Conducted routine patrols.
 Managed/supervised installation entry control points and restricted areas; provided security to

high value targets and responded to threats, performed vehicle and building sweeps.
 Operated an assortment of authorized police pursuit and military vehicles.

Combat Arms Instructor
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2010 
 Conducted firearms training for assigned personnel, and performed Law Enforcement (war 

skill) duties as required.
 Conducts safe classroom and live-fire training on M4 carbine, M9 pistol, M203, and machine 

guns Prepares lesson plans &amp; classroom training aids; .
 Minot Air Force Base, ND I have held several different positions including Combat Arms 

Instructor, Squad Leader and Team Leader where I supervised .
 Also had the responsibility of discipline and annual evaluations.
 Leads, manages, supervises, and performs security force activities, including installation, 

weapons system, and resource security; antiterrorism; law .
 Trained and maintained military weaponry for ground and air troops.
 Combat Arms Apprentice Response Force Leader/ Supervisor.

Education

BS In Criminal Justice
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